BACK TO PGA JR. LEAGUE

The well-being of our players, families, coaches, and communities is always top priority and guides all decision-making. PGA Jr. League is committed to maximizing every opportunity for PGA/LPGA Professionals to provide healthy outdoor recreation and responsible team play while adhering to strict social distancing. Based on Opening Up America Again and Back2Golf, we’re excited to share PGA Jr. League’s guidelines for the 2020 season.

PLAY HEALTHY

Make sure everyone maintains the “6 feet apart” rule at all times while on property.

Do not allow teams and/or spectators to congregate on the 1st tee, 9th green or any other area of the golf course or practice facility.

Create a spectator policy that adheres to the specific group gathering regulations.

Encourage all spectators, players, Captains and Coaches to wear a mask while at the facility.

Do not allow any sharing of equipment between players or opponents. This includes, but is not limited to: Ball markers, golf balls, golf clubs, tees, towels and apparel.

PLAY FUN

Keep the scramble format, but consider simplifying some of the rules. Allow for automatic 2-putts!

Remove the “club-length” requirement and let players safely drop in an area nearby the ball that’s been selected.

Keep the team structure, but be flexible around team size and composition. Relaxed in-house guidelines enable you to keep all play at your facility, if you choose.

Remove or limit the use of substitutes as much as possible.

Having a team score is a core programming component, however it does not have to be match play scoring. Consider utilizing the aggregate stroke play format from Section Qualifiers to make things fun.

For a full list of considerations while providing limited PGA Jr. League programming visit: pgajrleague.com